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Tabet Forged Rape Cases 
 

We got to know that a massive rape cases extended to the number  of two hundred and twenty-one women and girls in 

the village of Tabet North Darfur 

 We were shocked and worried a lot by this statement for several reasons: Firstly that its abnormal within Sudanese 

society - Secondly, the magnitude of the number of his attacker and the third charge is assigned to their security 

protection and the event occurred under the stability and security of the region, which has not witnessed any kind of 

tribal conflicts or armed movements security incidents since 2009,  

Our responsibility as an organization mandated for protection and maintenance of all human rights requires us to take 

immediate action to investigate a private matter after repeated claim of Radio Dbnguet and in contraction with 

UNAMID initial report (joint Committee UN and the African Union). 

 Members of the organization have conducted a field visit to the village to make sure in coordination with local and 

other foreign organizations to provide support and assistance to them and report the matter to the competent authorities 

concerned with the maintenance of human rights and protection of women from physical and sexual violence and to 

address the damage and seek how to bring the perpetrators to trial. 

The Organization mission arrived  on 15/11/2014 AD and met a large gathering of residents of the village and then met 

with girls and then randomly selected and different age groups, different professions including mixed school and 

midwives medical director and assistant and a number of young men and women and the mayor of the village has been 

achieved scientific includes the name, residence and profession, tribe and mobile number and observations with three 

and eighty people of the categories mentioned.  

Everyone said that there was no rape, but have had heard of it through the radio and said Dbnguet everyone that the 

language used by some of the testimonies of Radio Dabanga not dialects steady work. As everyone that Hussein said is 

just two kilometers from the village of Tabet since 2009, the date of the restoration of the area of the armed movements 

which have been occupied since the year 2003, everyone said that the soldiers intermarried  with the people of the 

village about forty-three marriages of women in the village and the number four and three soldiers arrived with  their 

families since and settled  in the village and there is an automatic return of the displaced camps in Darfur (Aboushook - 

Zamzam, etc.) to the village of Tabet, which began experiencing stability  development as  model  village . 

 

The people in the village that this allegation is intended to disrupt development and stop back and thumb insecurity and 

instability. 

 

We believe that Human Rights Watch ‘s  allegations are baseless not supported by  law  evidence because it relied on 

hearsay and narrated data over the telephone as stated in the report,  also relied on the translators through the literal 

translation and that these areas have different dialects  phrases in different  meanings and the region accommodate  

several dialects.  

The report also adopted the analysis of only one researcher named by Radio Dabanga - and the release of this report in 

this time in particular, in this manner carries more significance Therefore, my organization believes the failure to adopt 

such report mislead public opinion and members of the council distinguished and contribute to ignite the fire of sedition 

for it reports unrealistic not corporate the fact that and did not serve the people of the region. 

    

 


